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Abstract 1 

Mammalian cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is a mononuclear non-heme iron protein that catalyzes 2 

the conversion of cysteine (Cys) to cysteine sulfinic acid (CSA) by an unclarified mechanism. 3 

One structural study revealed a Cys-persulfenate (or Cys-persulfenic acid) formed in the active 4 

site, but quantum mechanical calculations have been used to support arguments that it is not an 5 

energetically feasible reaction intermediate. Here, we report a series of high-resolution structures 6 

of CDO soaked with Cys at pH values from 4 to 9. Cys binding is minimal at pH≤5 and 7 

persulfenate formation is consistently seen at pH values between 5.5 and 7.  Also, a structure 8 

determined using laboratory-based X-ray diffraction shows that the persulfenate, with an 9 

apparent average O-O separation distance of ~1.8 Å is not an artifact of synchrotron radiation. At 10 

pH≥8, the active site iron shifts from 4- to 5-coordinate, and Cys soaks reveal a complex with 11 

Cys, but no dioxygen, bound. This ‘Cys-only’ complex differs in detail from a previously 12 

published ‘Cys-only’ complex which we reevaluate and conclude is not reliable. The high-13 

resolution structures presented here do not resolve the CDO mechanism, but do imply that an 14 

iron-bound persulfenate (or persulfenic acid) is energetically accessible in the CDO active site, 15 

and that CDO active site chemistry in the crystals is influenced by protonation/deprotonation 16 

events with effective pKa values near ~5.5 and ~7.5 that influence Cys binding and oxygen 17 

binding/reactivity, respectively. Furthermore, this work provides reliable ligand-bound models 18 

for guiding future mechanistic considerations.19 
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Introduction 1 

 Mammalian cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is a non-heme iron protein that in its ferrous 2 

form (Fe(II)-CDO) catalyzes the conversion of cysteine (Cys) to cysteine sulfinic acid by 3 

incorporating both oxygen atoms of molecular oxygen to form the product (recently reviewed by 4 

Stipanuk et al
1
). The product from this first committed step in cysteine catabolism is then further 5 

catabolized to either taurine or pyruvate and sulfate. CDO expression is up-regulated in response 6 

to high cysteine levels,
2; 3; 4

 which if not abated can be toxic.
5; 6

 In general, tight regulation of 7 

CDO plays a key role in intracellular sulfur homeostasis.
3
 Links between loss-of-function 8 

mutations in CDO and rheumatoid arthritis and some neurodegenerative disorders have been 9 

hypothesized based on observations of high cysteine and low sulfate levels.
5; 7; 8

 In the CDO
−/− 10 

mouse, taurine levels, but not sulfate levels, are low and metabolism of cysteine through 11 

alternative desulfhydration pathways is markedly elevated, giving rise to evidence of H2S 12 

toxicity.
6
 CDO

−/−
 mice exhibit a growth deficit, high postnatal mortality, joint hyperlaxity, 13 

connective tissue abnormalities including enlarged alveolar air spaces and abnormal organization 14 

of elastic fibers in the vasculature and parenchyma of lungs, and fatty acid oxidation defects.
6
 15 

Recently, CDO has been implicated as a novel tumor suppressor as decreased expression of 16 

CDO due to promoter methylation was seen in multiple tumor tissues, and the forced expression 17 

of CDO in cancer cells slowed their growth.
9
  18 

 Initial structural studies of recombinant rat CDO (92% identical to human CDO) showed 19 

it to have a cupin fold, with one structure revealing an unusual tetrahedral iron coordination 20 

involving three His residues and a water as ligands
10

 and the other structure apparently 21 

containing nickel in place of the iron.
11

 Both structures also revealed an unexpected thioether 22 

linkage between the Cys93 and Tyr157 side chains,
10; 11

 which was later confirmed.
4; 12

 This 23 
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crosslink, not present in CDO from prokaryotes,
1; 13

 is formed during enzyme turnover and is 1 

reported to occur in cells
4
 and to increase catalytic efficiency 10-fold 4 or even more,

14
 although 2 

its impact on activity and physiological relevance has been recently questioned.
15

 In the 3 

unliganded enzyme, the Tyr157 hydroxyl forms a hydrogen bond with the iron-bound water and 4 

is part of a Ser153-His155-Tyr157 catalytic triad.
10

 A Tyr157Phe mutation leads to about a 50-5 

fold loss in activity, consistent with the importance of this residue.
4; 16

 Two structures of 6 

substrate-bound CDO have been reported: the first was a complex of human CDO with 7 

cysteine
16

 and the second a complex of rat CDO with a putative cysteine persulfenate or 8 

persulfenic acid molecule (Fig. 1a) formed in the active site during an aerobic soak with 9 

cysteine.
17

 In the persulfenate complex, Tyr157 was centrally located in close contact with both 10 

persulfenate oxygens, where it could serve as a catalytic acid/base (Fig. 1a). 11 

 Taking the structural information together with the results of spectroscopic studies
18; 19; 20

 12 

and chemical considerations,
21; 22; 23

 there are now two main types of reaction mechanisms under 13 

consideration for CDO, both of which involve direct coordination of first Cys then molecular 14 

oxygen
18

 to the active site iron. One mechanism (Fig. 1b, left scheme), similar to that thought to 15 

occur for the uncatalyzed reaction and for Ni(II)-catalyzed thiol oxidations,
17; 24; 25; 26; 27

 includes 16 

persulfenate formation which converts to product possibly via a thiadioxirane intermediate; in 17 

this mechanism the initial Cys oxidation occurs via sulfur attacking the Fe-proximal oxygen 18 

(OA). The other mechanism (Fig. 1b, right scheme), more like that of monooxygenases, has the 19 

initial oxidation event involving transfer of the Fe-distal oxygen (OB) to generate Cys-sulfenate 20 

and an Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate. This latter mechanism has been supported by recent quantum 21 

mechanical calculations,
22; 28

 but not by a spectroscopic study implying  that a Fe(III)-superoxo 22 
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rather than a Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate facilitates substrate oxidation.
19

 The properties of small 1 

molecule models of the CDO active site are consistent with both mechanisms.
29; 30

  2 

The challenge of defining the CDO mechanism has been exacerbated by the varied 3 

behaviors of recombinant CDO studied by different groups, as well as a lack of consensus in 4 

how to best assay CDO activity. The enzyme has been expressed in Escherichia coli using at 5 

least five different expression constructs, and the purified proteins range from having 10%
11; 31

 to 6 

60%
19

 iron bound that is from <1%
15

 to 99%
18

 in the ferrous form, and having amounts of the 7 

Cys93-Tyr157 crosslink ranging from minimal
15

 to dominant.
4
 The activity assay we use, which 8 

includes 0.3 mM Fe
2+

 and a copper chelator and directly monitors the Cys-sulfinate product, 9 

gives consistent results for both natural rat liver CDO
2
 and our recombinant enzyme,

32
 and an 10 

optimal pH range from ~5.5 to ~6.5. The only other published pH profile of recombinant enzyme 11 

did not use added iron, showed much lower activity, and an optimal pH range of ~7 to ~9.
33

 12 

Although other groups have shown good enzyme activity at pH 6.1 without added iron,
18; 34

 most 13 

current assays are carried out at pH 7.5 without added iron.
11; 15; 18; 20; 33

 A recent study showed 14 

that for Fe(III)-CDO, the inclusion of ascorbate as a reductant in assays can be used to recover 15 

enzymatic activity without adding ferrous iron.
15

 Also, even though Fe(III)-CDO is not 16 

enzymatically active,
20; 35

 spectroscopic titrations have shown Fe(III)-CDO can bind Cys 17 

between pH=5.5 and 9.5.
19

 This implies that for CDO with iron in the ferrous form, this whole 18 

pH range (i.e. 5.5 to 9.5) could plausibly support enzyme activity.  19 

In exploring how to gain additional information about the pH dependence of CDO 20 

properties, we found that the CDO crystal form we have studied
10; 17

 is stable from pH=4 to 21 

pH=9 and provides a well-defined system – fully-loaded with iron and fully cross-linked – that 22 

can provide independent and direct information about the active site changes associated with 23 
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variations in pH. Given this, plus the value of accurate structural information for informing 1 

mechanistic studies, here we follow up our initial brief report
10

 of the putative persulfenate 2 

complex to describe it more fully, explore the pH dependence of its formation, and prove that it 3 

is not a synchrotron-induced artifact. At the higher pH values studied, a complex having only 4 

cysteine bound in the active site is observed. Because this complex has Cys bound differently 5 

than did the complex reported for human CDO (PDB code 2IC1),
16

 we reevaluated the human 6 

CDO structure and found that structure does not actually represent a reliable Cys-bound 7 

complex.  8 

  9 

Results and Discussion 10 

Selecting the high resolution limits  11 

This study encompasses nine structures in the main pH series of Cys soaks and four 12 

structures designed to provide specific additional insight. For these structures, the data quality 13 

and refinement statistics are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Recently, Karplus & 14 

Diederichs
36

 introduced a data quality indicator termed CC1/2 and showed by way of a paired 15 

refinement strategy that improved models are obtained by extending the high resolution limit 16 

beyond those indicated by the current conventional standards of I/σ ~2 and Rmeas ~60%. Their 17 

main test case was one of the CDO data sets collected for this work (the Cys soak at pH=6.2), 18 

and they showed that improved models were obtained using data out to CC1/2 between 0.1 and 19 

0.2 even though the merging R-factors become very high. In order to create the best models for 20 

the structures in this study, we used such a CC1/2-based cutoff throughout. As one additional test 21 

case, paired-refinements were done here for the pH=7.0 structure. As the resolution was 22 

extended, Rfree stayed the same, but the gap between Rwork and Rfree decreased, indicating that the 23 
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model was less over-fit when refinements included the weak high-resolution data (Table 3). 1 

Electron density maps also improved at the extended resolutions (e.g. Fig. 2). 2 

 3 

Conformational changes associated with Cys-persulfenate binding 4 

 Simmons et al. (2008)
17

 was a brief report describing the observation of the Cys-5 

persulfenate complex of CDO but did not include broader descriptions of conformational 6 

changes associated with ligand binding; we describe these more fully here. In the difference 7 

maps for persulfenate bound versus unliganded CDO (Fig. 3a), the largest peak is due to the Fe 8 

atom shifting about 0.5 Å toward His86. The second strongest peak is for the sulfur atom of the 9 

bound Cys-persulfenate, and the whole Cys-persulfenate has strong positive features except for 10 

the OA (proximal) oxygen. The OA oxygen sits in negative density because its presence is more 11 

than offset by the loss of the tightly held iron-bound water that is displaced from nearly the same 12 

position upon substrate binding.  13 

The Cys93/Tyr157 pair, Arg60 and Tyr58 all shift slightly (~0.3 Å) upon substrate 14 

binding and become more ordered in positions where they hydrogen bond with the persulfenate 15 

OA oxygen and α–amino group (Tyr157) or with its α-carboxylate (Arg60, Tyr58 and Tyr157) 16 

(Fig. 3b). The Ser and His of the Ser-His-Tyr catalytic triad do not move as much as the Tyr, so 17 

the His-Tyr hydrogen bond elongates slightly from 2.7 Å to 2.9 Å. Additional difference map 18 

peaks distributed throughout the protein are associated with small global shifts in three lobes of 19 

the protein driven by the movement of the iron atom and the ligating His side chains. If the lobe 20 

including the iron ligands (residues 82-91, 100-124, 132-143, 161-179) is taken as a reference, 21 

the atoms at the edges of the other two lobes are shifted by ~1.0 Å (not shown). 22 

 23 
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pH rapidly equilibrates through the crystal 1 

To probe how the formation or binding mode of the persulfenate ligand is influenced by 2 

the protonation state of active site residues, we solved the structures of CDO soaked with 100 3 

mM Cys at pH values from 4.0 to 9.0. Evidence that the pH of the soaking buffer did equilibrate 4 

through the crystal was fortuitously provided by structural changes of residues 66-71 (Fig. 4) and 5 

residue 79 which are both far from the active site. Residues 66-69 adopt a Type I` turn in all 6 

soaks at pH≤6.2, with the Asn67 side chain pointing outward to be near the His20 imidazole 7 

(Fig. 4a). In contrast, for the pH=8.0 and pH=9.0 soaks, the backbone conformation shifts so that 8 

the Asn67-sidechain points inward and accepts an H-bond from the backbone amide of Lys69 9 

(Fig. 4b). The intermediate pH structures have a mix of the conformations, with ~60% of the 10 

high pH conformation seen at pH=7 (Fig. 4c) and ~25% at pH=6.8. These differences are 11 

plausibly related to a deprotonation of His20.  12 

For Glu79, at pH≤5.5 the side chain oxygens are close (~3.1 Å) to the backbone 13 

carbonyls of residues 147 and 148. However, in all soaks above pH=6.2, the side chain shifts to 14 

displace a water and form an H-bond with its own backbone amide. (In the pH=6.2 structure, 15 

only the high-pH conformation of Glu79 was modeled, even though ~10% of the low pH 16 

conformation appears to still be present). The movement away from the electronegative carbonyl 17 

groups is consistent with the trigger being a deprotonation of the Glu79 to form the carboxylate. 18 

This Glu79 shift occurred even for a ~30 s soak at pH=4.5 (data not shown), indicating that pH 19 

equilibration through the crystal is quite rapid. 20 

 21 

pH dependence of the persulfenate complex formation 22 
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pH range 5.5-7.0. In the active site, the persulfenate is formed at pH values ranging from 1 

5.5-7.0 with minimal variations from the structure described by Simmons et al. (Fig. 5d-g).
10

 2 

Compared to that structure, all of the structures presented here have a slightly higher occupancy 3 

of the bound persulfenate and the Cys93-Tyr157 crosslink, which we attribute to a minor 4 

difference between protein preparations. A notable feature is that in the pH=6.2, 6.8 and 7.0 5 

structures (Fig. 5e-g), the electron density for the persulfenate group is better resolved than was 6 

seen previously,
17

 and the observed persulfenate OA–OB distance is a rather long 1.7 – 1.9 Å (see 7 

further discussion below). One pH dependent change seen is that the Fe-S ligation distance 8 

complex varies among the persulfenate complexes: from 2.57 Å at pH=5.5, to 2.49 Å at pH=6.2, 9 

and ~2.38 Å at pH=6.8 and 7.0. These are all slightly longer than typical Fe-S bonds in high 10 

resolution protein structures (2.33 for S-Fe
2+

 and 2.29 for S-Fe
3+

).
37

 Since the resolutions of these 11 

structures are similar, we think the changes are not an artifact due to limited resolution of some 12 

data sets, and may represent some heterogeneity due to partial protonation of an active site group 13 

as pH decreases.  14 

pH range 4.0-5.0. At pH=4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 (Fig. 5a-c), the Cys soaks showed little to no 15 

ligand binding and, as was observed at pH=6.2,
10

 a four-coordinate Fe with a solvent ligation 16 

distance of ~2.1 Å matching that expected for an Fe(II)-H2O interaction.
37

 At these low pHs, 17 

Arg60 partially adopts a second conformation not compatible with Cys binding. At pH 4.0 and 18 

4.5, difference map features indicate that about 20% of the molecules have lost iron with the 19 

iron-ligating His86 side chain moved away (Supplemental Fig. 1). Because crystals soaked at 20 

pH=4.0 for an hour no longer diffracted, that soak was done for only 20 min (Table 1). At 21 

pH=5.0, some weak density (1.5 ρrms) is present at the position where the Cys -amino group 22 

coordinates the Fe (Fig. 5c). We modeled this as a low-occupancy water, but it may reflect some 23 
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binding of substrate. The lack of Cys binding in the crystals at pH≤5 is consistent with the lack 1 

of activity of CDO below pH=5
2; 31; 32

 as well as with the decreased binding of Cys to Fe(III)-2 

CDO at acidic pHs.
19

 In the latter study, the decreased binding was attributed to protonation of 3 

the Cys -amino and/or thiol group, and we agree that this is a reasonable assignment.   4 

pH range 8.0-9.0. At the higher pH values of 8.0 and 9.0, Cys binds strongly, but no 5 

persulfenate is formed and there is also no binding of dioxygen (Fig. 5h,i). Compared with the 6 

persulfenate complex at pH=6.2, the Fe-atom and Cys in these Cys-only complexes are shifted 7 

~0.15 Å toward Arg60 with the Arg-carboxylate H-bonds shortening by about 0.2 Å (Fig. 6). 8 

The bound Cys has additional slight shifts as the N- and S- coordination geometries adjust due to 9 

the lack of dioxygen.  The Fe-S ligation distances at both pHs are 2.35 Å. Through a subtle 10 

domain motion, Tyr157 moves to accommodate the shift in the Cys (Fig. 6). Interestingly, the 11 

new iron position is ~0.6 Å from that of the unliganded enzyme, meaning that the largest iron 12 

atom movement occurs upon Cys binding, with a smaller additional movement occurring upon 13 

dioxygen binding and persulfenate formation.  14 

The natural conclusion would be that deprotonation of an active site residue, such as 15 

Tyr157, is responsible for the lack of oxygen binding and persulfenate formation at pH=8 and 9. 16 

However, because Fe(III)-CDO binds Cys but is not active,
19; 20

 we also considered whether the 17 

lack of persulfenate formation could be due to hydroxide facilitated oxidation of the active site 18 

iron – as can occur for free iron in aerobic solutions
38

. To test this we collected data from 19 

crystals soaked with Cys at pH=8.0 in the presence of the reductant dithionite, and it also  20 

yielded a Cys-only complex (Fig. 7b). A control Cys+dithionite soak at a lower pH yielded a 21 

bound Cys-persulfenate (data not shown), showing that even though dithionite is an oxygen 22 

scavenger, it does not sufficiently decrease oxygen levels to hinder persulfenate formation during 23 
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these long soaks. We also monitored UV-visible absorbance spectra on the pH=8 Cys-complex 1 

crystals, and it did not exhibit the 640 nm absorbance band associated with the Fe(III)-CDO-Cys 2 

complex
19; 20

 and looked no different than that of the pH=6.2 Cys-persulfenate complex 3 

(Supplementary Figure 2).  4 

We conclude that even if any iron oxidation occurred, it is minimal and it is not the cause 5 

of the lack of persulfenate. Given that Cys soaks yielded a different complex at pH=8 and 9 6 

compared to pH=7, we also investigated if the coordination geometry of the unliganded active 7 

site changed at these pHs. The unliganded structure at pH=8.0 revealed a 5-coordinate iron with 8 

the fifth ligand modeled as a water (d ~ 2.3 Å) at a position equivalent to that occupied by the 9 

Cys α-amino group in the complex (Fig 7c). Although we cannot be confident what 10 

deprotonation event is causing the change in coordination, we note that Tyr157 is hydrogen-11 

bonded to the water/hydroxide at the fourth coordination site and this ligand has a shorter 12 

coordination distance of ~1.95 Å (compared with 2.1 Å for the pH=6.2 unliganded enzyme), 13 

consistent with it being a hydroxide (Fig. 7c).
37;39

 These features are also seen in an equivalent 14 

soak at pH=9 (data not shown).  15 

 16 

Laboratory X-ray source control data sets 17 

It is known that protein structures solved at cryogenic temperatures using synchrotron 18 

radiation can display artifactual changes in structure due to both radiation damage
40; 41

 and 19 

freezing.
42; 43

 To assess if the features seen in the unliganded or liganded CDO active site were 20 

significantly impacted by these factors, we used data from a rotating anode X-ray source to 21 

analyze a frozen low-temperature (LT) Cys-soaked crystal and also room temperature (RT) 22 

unliganded and Cys-soaked crystals. The LT control structure shows unequivocally that the 23 
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persulfenate is not an artifact of synchrotron radiation. Indeed, the laboratory-based LT view of 1 

the Cys persulfenate complex is virtually identical to those based on synchrotron data (Fig. 8a), 2 

including the observed OA–OB distance of ~1.8 Å.  3 

We describe this ~1.8 Å OA-OB separation as a distance rather than a bond length, 4 

because the electron density with the apparent ~1.8 Å distance could represent a mixture of 5 

structures having a range of OA-OB distances and geometries and levels of disorder. Structures 6 

that could be present are, for instance, Cys plus unreacted dioxygen, a Cys-persulfenate, a Cys-7 

persulfenic acid, a Cys-sulfenate (Cys-SOH) plus a very weakly bonded oxygen, and even a 8 

thiadioxirane form. It is, however, of worth noting that for this unusual compound, the bond may 9 

actually be rather long, and indeed in the quantum mechanical calculations modeling a 10 

persulfenate intermediate,
22

 the optimized OA-OB bond was a nearly non-bonded 2.3 Å distance 11 

(and the Fe-S bond also lengthened to 2.42 Å). Kumar et al. interpreted these results to imply 12 

that a persulfenate species would not be stable in the active site and that “it seems likely the 13 

experimentally found ‘persulfenate’ structure actually refers to a protonated species.”
22

 As we 14 

already have noted, crystallography at this resolution cannot distinguish a protonated versus a 15 

deprotonated species, and it was an oversight of our original report
17

 to not make it clear that the 16 

bound intermediate may be a persulfenate or a persulfenic acid. Indeed, a protonated neutral 17 

form could be favored by the OB environment, which is a weakly-polar pocket loosely bounded 18 

by Leu95-Cδ1, C93-Sγ, His140-Cε1, Y157-OH and His155-Cε1. 19 

Regarding possible temperature-dependent changes, the unliganded RT structure at 2.15 20 

Å resolution (Table 1) has several side chains with increased disorder as expected,
42; 43

 but the Fe 21 

coordination is essentially unchanged (Fig. 8b). The most notable conformational change 22 

involves the active site residue Arg60 (and the nearby Met179) which mostly shifts to an 23 
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alternate position (pointing toward the iron) that was weakly occupied in the low pH soaks (Fig 5 1 

a-c) and fully occupied in the structure with Cys164 modified by disulfide formation with Cys 2 

(see Fig. 9c,d).
10;12

 The RT Cys soak was not informative, because due to the long data collection 3 

time (days), it yielded a structure that had a perturbed active site because of disulfide formation 4 

at Cys164 (data not shown). 5 

 6 

Re-examination of structure reported for human CDO in complex with cysteine 7 

The consistency of the binding mode of Cys across a wide pH range with and without 8 

persulfenate formation leads us to hypothesize that these structures are giving us a reliable view 9 

of the physiologically relevant binding mode of Cys to CDO. Surprisingly, the binding mode 10 

seen here differs in key details from that reported in the 2.7 Å resolution analysis of Cys binding 11 

at pH=6.5 to human CDO (PDB entry 2IC1).
16

 Three striking differences (Fig. 9a) are the Arg60 12 

side chain position, the cysteine Sγ-atom placement which in PDB entry 2IC1 matches the 13 

position of the iron bound water seen in unliganded structures, and the iron atom position which 14 

in the 2IC1 model also matches that seen in unliganded CDO structures. Interestingly, the 2IC1 15 

model also has steric problems with bad contacts between the Cys carboxylate oxygens and both 16 

Arg60 (2.27 Å) and the Cys α-amino group (2.45 Å), as well as an implausibly short Fe-S 17 

ligation distance of just 2.02 Å (Fig. 9b). Upon further inspection, we noticed that the positions 18 

of Arg60 and Met79 (which also differs from our Cys-only structure) match those that were 19 

previously shown in a high resolution analysis
10

 to be associated with an artifactual disulfide 20 

formation at Cys164. Indeed, Ye et al.
16

 comment on (and show in their figure 3a) a substantial 21 

modification of Cys164 that they left uninterpreted.  22 
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Given these observations, we explored if the active site electron density from the 2IC1 1 

data might be better explained by a modification of Cys164 rather than the binding of Cys as a 2 

substrate. An inspection of the electron density maps for entry 2IC1 shows that while the density 3 

for the modeled Arg60 and Met179 positions is strong, the density for the modeled Cys is quite 4 

weak for the Cα, Cβ, and N-atoms (Fig. 9b). Also notable, is that the strong density into which 5 

the Cys Sγ-atom is modeled should not be taken as evidence for Cys-binding, because it sits at 6 

the same position that is occupied by the coordinating water of unliganded CDO. Furthermore, 7 

the maximal density of the iron peak indicates that the iron should be slightly shifted toward the 8 

Sγ-atom, which would make that already too short coordination distance even shorter. These 9 

observations support the conclusion that the electron density the Sγ-atom has been built into is 10 

actually due to the coordinating water present in unliganded CDO rather than a sulfur atom.  11 

At the same time, the electron density is remarkably similar to that of the Cys164 12 

modified enzyme of Simmons et al.
10

 when those data are truncated to 2.7 Å (Fig 9c versus d). 13 

This similarity shows that all of the active site features of the 2IC1 structure can be explained by 14 

rearranged side chains and water molecules associated with Cys164 modification. Based on these 15 

observations, we conclude that 2IC1 is not a Cys complex.  16 

 17 

Implications for understanding the mechanism of CDO  18 

 We undertook these studies to better understand the mechanism of CDO and related 19 

dioxygenases. The most significant results are the capturing of a Cys-only complex at pH 8 and 20 

above, and demonstrating that the CDO:persulfenate complex, until now seen only in a single 21 

crystal structure, is a robust result that is not an artifact of synchrotron radiation, and is 22 

consistently formed in the active site of CDO between pH 5.5 and 7.0, corresponding roughly 23 
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with the pH range over which CDO shows activity in our standard assay done in the presence of 1 

0.3 mM Fe
2+

.
32

 As representatives of the complexes have high occupancies and are determined at 2 

high (1.25-1.4 Å) resolution, the conformations of the Cys-only and Cys-persulfenate ligands 3 

and their interactions with the active site residues have coordinate uncertainties of ~0.05-0.10 Å 4 

for the C, N, and O atoms and even better for the S and Fe atoms (see methods).  5 

From the pH series, we conclude that Cys binding requires the deprotonated form of a 6 

group with an apparent pKa near 5.5, and that the coordination of the active site iron and the 7 

oxygen binding and reactivity of the Cys complex are both influenced by the protonation state of 8 

a group with an apparent pKa near 7.5. Unfortunately, crystal structures even at a resolution of 9 

~1.4 Å do not show hydrogen positions, so without obvious changes in interactions (which we 10 

do not have here), we are not able to infer what groups are becoming protonated/deprotonated. 11 

As mentioned above, we postulate that the group with an apparent pKa near 5.5 is the Fe-bound 12 

Cys -amino and/or thiol group, and that the group becoming deprotonated near pH=7.5 is the 13 

coordinating water in the unliganded complex and is Tyr157-OH in the Cys-bound complex. As 14 

previously described,
17

 Tyr157 is well placed to interact with either of the persulfenate oxygens 15 

(OA and OB in Figure 1b) and serve as a catalytic acid/base during catalysis, and a pKa value 16 

near 7 or 8 is reasonable for a Tyr side chain acting as an acid/base catalyst (e.g.
44; 45

). 17 

Unfortunately, correlating our structurally-defined effective pKa values with those seen 18 

to influence the activity of CDO is difficult, because as noted in the introduction there is not 19 

agreement on the pH dependence of activity.  Based on the pH-profile showing activity limited 20 

by apparent pKa values of 5.5 and 6.5,
2; 4; 32

 we would infer that the deprotonation occurring in 21 

the crystal near pH=7.5 is blocking catalysis. However, based on the pH-profile with activity 22 

occurring between pH=7 and 9,
33

 we would infer that the deprotonation event was generating the 23 
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active form of the enzyme. Clearly, coming to agreement on how to best prepare and assay CDO 1 

and obtaining an accurate pH profile of its kcat and KM values are important next steps in helping 2 

define the mechanism of CDO. 3 

 Our discovery that the reported complex of human CDO with bound Cys
16

 is not correct 4 

is also significant because that model served as the basis of quantum mechanical studies of the 5 

CDO mechanism.
21; 22; 23; 28

 Geometry optimization done in setting up the recent quantum 6 

mechanics study did correct the chemically unreasonable 2.0 Å S-Fe bond length to be ~2.3 Å 7 

(see figures 5 of Kumar et al.),
22

 but other features of the ‘optimized geometry’ active site 8 

structure in the simulations of the persulfenate-based mechanism are different from the 9 

interactions consistently seen in the crystal structures presented here. Prominent examples are the 10 

interaction of Arg60 with the Cys -carboxylate and the relative positions of the persulfenate 11 

oxygens and Tyr157 (see figure 11 of Kumar et al.).
22

 Additional evidence for the critical nature 12 

of Tyr157 is that the residue is conserved in all CDO sequences
13

 and is sitting in much the same 13 

position even in a bacterial CDO structure having <20% sequence identity with rat CDO (PDB 14 

entry 2GM6). Since catalytic proficiency can depend exquisitely on the precise placement of 15 

active site residues, it will be of interest for some calculations to be guided more closely by the 16 

positions of the protein side chains seen here and in other reliable CDO structures.  17 

 As we see it, despite ambiguity about the protonation state of the persulfenate/persulfenic 18 

complex and uncertainty as to its relevance to the catalytic mechanism, the ability of the CDO 19 

active site to make and stabilize it proves that its formation is energetically accessible in the 20 

CDO active site. That an intrinsically less-stable molecule like the persulfenate rather than 21 

substrate or product would be stably trapped in the active site of the crystalline enzyme can be 22 

explained in that the on-enzyme equilibrium between substrate, various on and off-pathway 23 
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intermediates, and product can be highly perturbed from that which would occur in solution. 1 

Also important to note is that these equilibria would also be temperature-dependent, so that the 2 

dominant form present in the active site may be influenced by the freezing process. 3 

 In considering the relevance to catalysis of this complex, one piece of evidence in favor 4 

of it being an intermediate would be to show that the crystalline enzyme is active. Unfortunately, 5 

our attempts thus far to show that crystalline CDO can convert Cys to the Cys-sulfinate product 6 

have not been successful (RB Cooley, unpublished). This could be due to a variety of factors, 7 

including something as simple as the high ionic strength and/or high PEG concentrations of the 8 

mother liquor causing technical challenges with the analyses (which they do), or something as 9 

subtle as the crystal lattice hindering certain dynamic modes of the enzyme that are required for 10 

complete turnover. Given the principle that active sites are optimized for stabilizing the transition 11 

state of a reaction, we think that this complex is closely related to an intermediate of the true 12 

catalytic mechanism even if it is not directly on-pathway. As was noted in a recent review,
30

 the 13 

proposal that CDO operates by monooxygenase like chemistry with the involvement of an 14 

Fe(IV)=O intermediate (figure 1b, right path) is associated with a conceptual difficulty: why 15 

would such a powerful oxidizing agent as Fe(IV)=O be generated for such a relatively easy 16 

oxidation reaction? The mechanism of CDO has been surprisingly challenging to elucidate, but 17 

the accurate structures described here together with the insight into protonation/deprotonation 18 

events influencing CDO chemistry provide a solid structural foundation that will support more 19 

accurate computational work and guide the design and interpretation of further experimental 20 

studies using CDO and small molecule CDO mimics. 21 

22 
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Materials and Methods 1 

Expression, purification and crystallization 2 

 Expression, purification and crystallization of recombinant rat CDO was done as 3 

described previously,
17; 32; 46

 but with seeds from crushed CDO crystals added to facilitate 4 

nucleation. The enzyme was stored at 8 mg/mL in 10 mM Tris pH=7.4 buffer and crystallized at 5 

room temperature in hanging drops formed from 0.5 μL seed stock in reservoir buffer,1 μL 6 

protein stock and 1 μL of a 0.1M tri-sodium citrate pH=5.6, 24% PEG 4000, and 0.15 M 7 

ammonium acetate reservoir (final pH=6.2).
17; 32

 The crystals were isomorphous with those 8 

previously described,
17; 46

 having spacegroup P43212 and one chain in the asymmetric unit.  9 

 10 

Crystal soaks and data collection 11 

 Soaks were done at room temperature using the reservoir condition as an artificial mother 12 

liquor (AML). For cryo-crystallographic data collection, crystals were flash frozen by plunging 13 

into liquid nitrogen. For room temperature data collection, crystals were soaked as described and 14 

then scooped using a MicroRT™ capillary system (Mitegen). 15 

For an initial pH series, crystals were incubated for 1 h in solutions with 100 mM 16 

cysteine added to AML that had its pH adjusted to 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5 or 9.5. After data were 17 

collected, we discovered that the added Cys had altered the pH; by recreating the solutions, we 18 

found that the final pH values were 5.5, 6.2, 6.8, 7.0, 7.0 and 7.0. Additional 1 h Cys soaks were 19 

carried out in solutions made with final pH values (after cysteine addition) of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 7.0, 20 

8.0, or 9.0. Crystals did not diffract after some 1 h soaks at pH=4.0 and 8.0 so shorter soaks of 15 21 

or 20 min were done. Also, at pH=4.5 a series of short control soaks ranging from 30 s to 12 min 22 

were performed in addition to the 1 h soak. Ligand-free structures at a few pH values were 23 
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obtained from crystals soaked 40 – 60 min in AML at the targeted pH. For the ligand-free 1 

pH=8.0 structure, 100 mM Ala was added to AML to create buffering more equivalent to the Cys 2 

soak. For soaks at pH=8.0 with dithionite, crystals were incubated in a Cys- (20 min) or Ala- (60 3 

min) containing degassed AML with 20 mM dithionite and 200 μM methyl viologen (as a color 4 

indicator of the redox status of the solution) and the final pH adjusted to pH=8 with degassed 5 

NaOH. Although crystals were soaked and handled in an aerobic environment, solutions 6 

remained deep blue for the duration of the soak.  7 

 Synchrotron data sets were collected at beamlines 5.0.1, 5.0.2, and 8.2.1 at the Advanced 8 

Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) and beamline X26C at the National 9 

Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory). In-house diffraction data were 10 

collected on a Rigaku RU-H3R rotating Cu-anode operating at 50 kV and 100 mA and an R-Axis 11 

IV image plate detector. Data were processed and scaled using iMosflm
47

 and SCALA.
48

 For all 12 

refinements, the same 10% of the data as used previously
17

 were flagged for use in Rfree . Also, a 13 

random 10% of reflections beyond the previous 1.42 Å resolution limit were flagged for Rfree 14 

calculations. Data statistics are in Tables 1 and 2.  15 

  16 

Crystallographic refinement 17 

The unit cell constants for individual crystals were mostly within the ranges a=b=57.6-18 

58.2 Å and c=121.7-122.9 Å, and these refinements all used a=b=57.60 Å and c=122.40 Å. 19 

Refinements were done using PHENIX
49

 and for each dataset were initiated using an automated 20 

protocol that when applied to a refinement of the previously published 1.42 Å resolution 21 

CDO:Cys complex (PDB code 3eln) yielded a better R/Rfree.
36

 Refinements began with the 1.5 Å 22 

resolution unliganded CDO model (PDB code 2b5h) with, when appropriate, the coordinates for 23 
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the Cys-persulfenate or cysteine added. The occupancy of the persulfenate was fixed at 0.7 in all 1 

persulfenate-containing models. The Cys-only models at pH=8 and 9 set the Cys occupancy at 2 

1.0. Geometric restraints for the ligand as well as the Cys-Tyr crosslink were created by Elbow
50

 3 

and manual editing to match restraints used previously.
17

 For the OA-OB bond, the restraint of 4 

1.47 Å was initially used,
17

 but was changed to 1.8 Å with a relatively lose weight (estimated 5 

standard deviation=0.10 Å) after observing a distinct density peak for the O2 atom in some of the 6 

structures (eg. see Figs. 2 and 5).  7 

The first stage of refinement specified isotropic B-factors, riding hydrogens, automatic 8 

water adding, and rotamer fitting. This result was then further refined using anisotropic B-9 

factors. The anisotropic B-factors were only accepted if their use resulted in an Rfree 10 

improvement of at least 1% compared with isotropic plus TLS refinements with 1 TLS group 11 

defining the entire chain. After these automated stages, the refinements were completed using 12 

manual rebuilding in Coot
51

 and PHENIX-refine minimization. Some water sites were removed 13 

and others were added using standard criteria (>1 ρrms intensity in the 2Fo −Fc map, >2.4 Å 14 

distance from nearest contact), and all difference map peaks above 5*ρrms were checked. 15 

Molprobity
52

 was used to find problems with model geometry in these final rounds. Refinement 16 

statistics are in Tables 1 and 2. 17 

Estimates of coordinate uncertainties for individual atoms were calculated using the 18 

Cruickshank method
53

 implemented in Refmac.
54; 55

 As examples of the coordinate uncertainties 19 

in the active site, for the pH=5.5+Cys / pH=9.0 Cys-only structures the residual uncertainties (to 20 

one significant figure or the nearest 0.01 Å and in order of the two structures) are as follows:  Fe 21 

0.01 / 0.005 Å; Tyr157-OH 0.04 / 0.03 Å; Arg60-NH2 0.16 / 0.09 Å; Cys-Sγ 0.04 / 0.02 Å; and 22 

for the persulfenate-OA and OB atoms in the pH=5.5 structure, 0.07 and 0.10 Å. 23 
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 1 

Accession Numbers. Coordinates and structure factors for the CDO models have been deposited 2 

in the Protein Data Bank with accession numbers as follows: pH=4.0 + Cys 20 min (PDB code 3 

4IEO); pH=4.5 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IEP); pH=5.0 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IEQ); pH=5.5 + Cys 4 

1 h (PDB code 4IER); pH=6.2 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IES); pH=6.8 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IET); 5 

pH=7.0 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IEU); pH=8.0 + Cys 1 h (PDB code 4IEV); pH=9.0 + Cys 1 h 6 

(PDB code 4IEW); pH=6.2 + Lab-RT (PDB code 4IEX); pH=7.0 + Cys Lab-LT (PDB code 7 

4IEY); pH=8.0 + Ala (PDB code 4IEZ); pH=8.0 + Ala + DT (PDB code 4JTN); pH=8.0 + Cys + 8 

DT (PDB code 4JTO). 9 
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Figure Legends 1 

 2 

Figure 1. CDO active site geometry and two proposed mechanisms. (A) The CDO active site 3 

residues (white carbons) with bound Cys-persulfenate (teal carbons) (PDB entry 3ELN) showing 4 

potential H-bond interactions (dashes) and the coordination bonds (black line) to Fe (orange). (B) 5 

The key distinction between the two types of mechanisms being considered for CDO is shown. 6 

After dioxygen binds to Fe(II)-Cys CDO (top image), one route (left side) involves 7 

persulfenate/persulfenic acid formation, where the iron-proximal oxygen (OA) attacks the Cys-Sγ 8 

atom.
17

 The H-atom shown bound to OB (grey text) may or may not be present in this proposed 9 

intermediate. The other route (right side), similar to monooxygenase chemistry, proceeds by 10 

attack of the Fe-distal oxygen (OB) on the Cys-Sγ atom, followed by creation of a reactive 11 

Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate as shown.
20; 22

 12 

 13 

Figure 2. Electron density map improvement using a more generous high resolution cutoff. (A) 14 

Shown is 2Fo-Fc active site electron density for the pH=6.8+Cys soak at 1.60 Å resolution 15 

(contoured at 1.0 ρrms) along with the refined model (atom coloring as in figure 1). At this 16 

resolution, the <I/σ> is 2.1, Rmeas is 154%, and CC1/2 is 0.78. (B) Same as (A) but using data out 17 

to 1.40 Å resolution with the map contoured at 1.2 ρrms (see statistics in Table 1). Many details of 18 

the map show subtle improvement, but especially notable is the improvement for the distal 19 

persulfenate oxygen, which becomes resolved from the rest of the persulfenate. 20 

 21 

Figure 3. Active site changes upon Cys binding. (A) Fo-Fo difference map between the pH6.2-22 

Cys soak and unliganded CDO (PDB entry 2B5H; Simmons 2006) using phases calculated from 23 
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the unliganded structure. The unliganded model is shown (grey carbons) and the map contour 1 

levels are ±4.0 ρrms (light green/red) and ±10.0 ρrms (dark green/red). (B) Overlay, in the same 2 

view as panel A, of the models of unliganded (grey carbon atoms) and Cys-persulfenate bound 3 

(white/cyan carbon atoms) CDO. All waters shown are from the unliganded structure and are 4 

displaced by the bound ligand. The visible shifts of the iron and other active site residues and the 5 

placement of the persulfenate are consistent with the difference density shown in panel A. 6 

 7 

Figure 4.  pH-dependent changes in the Asn67 loop. (A) 2Fo-Fc electron density and refined 8 

model from the pH5.5-Cys soak for residues 66 – 69 and His20; contoured at 1.2 ρrms, with 9 

potential H-bond interactions (dashed lines; distance in Å) shown.  (B) Equivalent image based 10 

on the pH9-Cys soak. (C) Equivalent image based on the pH7-Cys soak contoured at 0.8 ρrms. 11 

The estimated occupancies of His20 alternate conformations are 100%/0% at pH=9.0, 80%/20% 12 

at pH=7.0, and a 50%/50% at pH=5.5. Assuming a protonated His20 adopts a 50/50 mix of 13 

conformations, the occupancies of the two turn conformations imply that His20 would be ~0, 14 

~60 and ~100% deprotonated at pH=5.5, 7.0 and 9.0, respectively. Also at pH≤4.5 (not shown) 15 

His20 adopts a single conformation, a change we attribute to a protonation of the Asp64 16 

carboxylate, which H-bonds to His20-Nε2 in all structures.  17 

 18 

Figure 5. Active site density of Cys soaks as a function of pH. Each panel shows, for the 19 

relevant structure, the refined model (white carbon atoms for protein and cyan carbons for the 20 

ligand, and potential H-bond interactions as dashed lines) and the 2Fo-Fc density contoured at 21 

1.2 ρrms. Shown are Cys soaks at (A) pH=4.0, (B) pH=4.5, (C) pH=5.0, (D) pH=5.5, (E) pH=6.2, 22 
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(F) pH=6.8, (G) pH=7.0, (H) pH=8.0, and (I) pH=9.0. Although His155-Nε2 is not shown, the 1 

initial trajectory of its H-bond to the Tyr157 hydroxyl is also shown. 2 

 3 

Figure 6. Active site differences between Cys-bound and Cys-persulfenate bound CDO. The 4 

persulfenate complex at pH=6.2 (cyan and white carbons) is overlaid on the Cys-bound complex 5 

pH=9.0 (dark carbons). Coordination and H-bond distances are given for the persulfenate 6 

complex (light text) and for the Cys-bound complex (black text). In the Cys-bound complex the 7 

Cys N- and Sγ-ligands are moved slightly to partly occupy the space left by the missing sixth 8 

ligand. This movement causes a slight shift in the whole Cys orientation and of the Cys-Tyr and 9 

Arg that interact with it. 10 

 11 

Figure 7. Cys-only complex and 5-coordinate iron at pH=8.0 with and without dithionite. (A) 12 

Structure and 2Fo-Fc density for the pH=8.0 Cys soak contoured at 1.0 ρrms (same as figure 5h 13 

but with H-bond distances given). (B) Same as A, but for the pH=8.0 + Cys + dithionite soak. 14 

(C) 2Fo-Fc density contoured at 1.4 ρrms (blue) and 5.0 ρrms (purple) for ligand-free CDO at 15 

pH=8.0. Iron ligating bonds (solid black lines) are shown with distances. 16 

 17 

Figure 8. The persulfenate is not an artifact of freezing or synchrotron radiation. Each panel 18 

shows 2Fo-Fc density along with the corresponding refined model with protein carbons (white) 19 

and ligand carbons (cyan) and H-bonds (dashed lines with distances). (A) Lab-LT-Cys structure 20 

with density for bound Cys-persulfenate contoured at 0.7 ρrms. (B) Lab-RT structure of 21 

unliganded CDO with density contoured at 1.4 ρrms (blue) and 5.0 ρrms (purple). The view in 22 

panel B matches that of figure 6c and d. 23 
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 1 

Figure 9. Reevaluation of the published human CDO-Cys complex. (A) An overlay of active site 2 

structure of PDB entry 2IC1 (orange carbon atoms and orange bonds to the iron atom) on the 3 

pH=9 CDO-Cys complex reported here (white and cyan carbon atoms and white bonds to the 4 

iron atom), with the iron bound water from unliganded CDO (PDB entry 2GH2) shown for 5 

reference (semi-transparent purple atom) and with the iron positions indicated by the apex of the 6 

coordination bonds. (B) A 2Fo-Fc omit map of the active site of 2IC1 (calculated after omitting 7 

the ligand from the model) contoured at 1.5 ρrms. Also indicated are three unreasonably close 8 

approaches in the 2IC1 structure (red hash marks or arrow with distances). Note that at this 9 

contour level density for the Cys in 2IC1 is not continuous even though the iron ligating His 10 

residues and other active site residues have strong continuous density. (C) Difference map for 11 

PDB entry 2IC1 (Ye et al. 2007) with the ligand atoms removed from the model; the contour 12 

levels are 4.0 ρrms (lightgreen) and 10.0 ρrms (darkgreen). (D) Same as C, but calculated for PDB 13 

entry 2GH2 (unliganded disulfide modified rat CDO)
10

 after removing active site waters 505, 14 

651, 656, 828, 830 and truncating the data to 2.7 Å resolution to match that of PDB entry 2IC1. 15 

16 
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